6 reasons why Fast Phonics is more effective, more fun and
more rapidly acquired than traditional phonics methods:
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Fast Phonics gets the child READING RIGHT NOW (details come later).
With this revolutionary method you waste no time getting right to the core of
the key skill it takes to actually read. Fast Phonics achieves this by teaching
only the 26 PHONETIC SOUND/ SYMBOLS first. The teaching of the alphabet
NAMES and capital letters is postponed until a child is already reading threeletter words.

The “memory hook cartoons” are meticulously crafted to deliver
the STRONGEST POSSIBLE RECALL of each visual symbol to its
sound.
The cartoons are designed to be germane to the INSIDE of the letter itself, not
crafted only as novel appendages hanging all over the OUTSIDE of the letter
as in other phonics programs.

Fast Phonics continually requires small choices of discrimination,
so the brain HAS to stay alert at all times while doing each lesson.
The course uses frequent fun checking/testing. The child himself knows at
each stage what he retains and what he does not yet retain. This method
jettisons any possibility of having a lazy brain while gaining all of the
skills necessary to read.

Fast Phonics uses both hemispheres of the brain to log in all of
the material:
The visual section: initially with the cartoons—later with the exercises.
The motor planning/tactile section: initially with the no-pencil tracing
(using the pointer finger only) and hand motions, and later with having to
manipulate the information within all of the other skills.

Vowels are taught with exceptional clarity.
Short vowels are treated as “one of the boys.” They are learned right alongside ordinary consonants as if they were no different. When long vowels are
introduced, their conversions from short to long are drilled (nailed) 160
times before those long vowels are ever used in a sentence. Once he begins
encountering these two vowel words in any new reading context, the child
KNOWS how to decode them instantly.

Fast Phonics builds HUMOR into the program so that the
student's emotions are happily enticed to dive into print with
gusto!

